Eleven

Gem stuck his runeblade into his belt alongside the hilt that the Broken Angel had given him and stepped out of the refracted technicolored glare of the glass-littered Ebony Fields Hill Shrine, into the shade provided by its broad stone doorframe. The sun had established itself high in the eastern sky, and everywhere Gem looked he could see the world of morning.

He took a step further, and then two more, until he was in full view of the Dead City. Standing in the one patch of light between the shrine's doorway and the ominous shadow cast by one of the four pinnacles, the young bounty hunter shaded his eyes and looked east. Beyond the ruins of Ebony Fields, that desolate stretch of fallen civilization, he saw nothing but the dense woodlands of central Verga. Beyond those, he knew, in some vague eastwardly direction, lay another set of ruins- those of the recently vibrant Verga City.

There, his distant relatives awaited him. A group of men, all carrying the mark of Gem al'Kondo- that distinct green hair, all victims of the societal hatred that had come to be directed towards those bearing that stigma, had extended their arms to him. They had taken him in and he had lived amongst them for a little more than two days before his demon mentor, the Ly'ban Ji'Lopan, had plucked him away with false promises of quick return. After having tricked Gem into acquiring a valuable artifact, one of the twelve Crystals of Mana, Ji'Lopan had vanished without a trace.

Gem scanned the horizon to the south, to the west, peered once more across the length of the empty shrine and through that glassless window. The entire area was completely deserted. The only sounds Gem could hear were those of the birds in the woods on the other side of the Dead City. From where he stood atop Ebony Fields Hill, he could see that he was isolated.

The nearest town that he knew of lay along the road heading west, approximately two days' comfortable walking away. It would be much easier to get there than back to Verga City, as there were no towns or cities at all between the Dead City and where he needed to be in eleven days to stay in the company of his discovered family. But, Gem reasoned, what could he do if he went west? There was no one in Verga who would give a horse away to a descendant of the Disgraced Gem on goodwill, and the bounty hunter had no money on his person. His only chance was to run back to the ruins of the capital as fast as he could, clinging desperately onto the hope that his fellows would not depart east without him.

There he stood, at the top of a small hill in the middle of the western half of Verga, nothing on him but the clothes he wore and a couple weapons, gazing down upon the ruins of Ebony Fields. A distance he estimated would take a fortnight when walked steadily lay between him and his goal, a distance that to him signified just how poor his judgment in agreeing to come to Ebony Fields Hill with Ji'Lopan was. Here, standing before the entrance to a deserted shrine the glittering serenity of which haunted him, Gem was detached from everything he had known for the last ten years.

His superiors in the Underworld had moved north into Terra.

His acquaintances in Verga City were escaped or dead.

His one companion, his mentor, the one whom he at once despised and yet cared for the most, was gone, run off somewhere along the dreadful pathways of the Net.

"Damn that Ji'Lopan bastard," Gem growled aloud as he stood in the patch of sunlight.

And with that his mind was made up and he was down the hill, rushing straight for the lifeless ruins of the Dead City. Gem cut through the shadows in the flatlands and began leaping forward as he reached the outermost edge of derelict masonry. The Dead City was a grim enough sight to behold from outside its bounds, and Gem felt sick to his stomach as he picked his way across its broad expanse. 

Thanks in part to the positioning of the sun in the sky in accordance to the time of year and in part to the sheer size of each of the four rock pinnacles, the majority of the area occupied by the leveled buildings and shattered stonework was cast into shadow. Amidst these forsaken remnants of a grand city, Gem noticed that he was surrounded on all sides by a stormy sea of gray. The same gray that had taken Verga City hung low over what had once been Ebony Fields. It was the same bland gray that, in so many shades, had summed up the result of Verga City's destruction. It was the same gray reflected in Gem's eyes, the same gray that filled his heart with incomprehensible feelings of remorse.

Not wanting his return to Verga City to end prematurely with a careless loss of footing and whatever damage that might incur upon his body, Gem made his way across the ruins very carefully. He slowed down considerably upon entering the thicker parts of the Dead City, and he moved cautiously over the demolished buildings, lest some sturdy-looking slab of stone give way beneath his feet. The whole time he traversed the ruins, his mind was filled with one thought save those required to calculate appropriate movements. He would never again be played the fool by Ji'Lopan.

Never again.

Never.

The word "never" looped in Gem's mind as he crossed the halfway mark and came closer to the other side of the shadow under which he moved. He had broken away from the demon, seeking to make his own decisions, and, within days, he had been back in the Ly'ban's grasp, playing a grunt role of servitude. Making this mistake was what had led to his displacement. Yes, it had been because he had aided Ji'Lopan in acquiring the A'xia Crystal that he was now fourteen days away from his brethren, his brethren who were planning on moving out of the razed Verga City in approximately eleven. 

At length, Gem emerged from the shadow and dropped down to the plains below.

Would they leave him behind? Would they wait? Of course they wouldn't wait. Gem had vanished without a trace and with no warning, disappearing into the night as the others knelt in solemn mourning. They would head on at the appointed time, and if Gem was not there, then they would simply depart without him. He would, once more, be alone. This time, though, he was not ten years old. This time, there were no Undertakers to drag him, kicking and screaming, away from his mother's corpse. This time, there was no heroic traitor demon to swoop in amidst golden fireworks and spirit him away from solitude.

Picking up speed once more, Gem ran for the woods, leaving the gravestones of the Dead City, its four immense pinnacles, behind. He ran with the grace he had learned atop the precarious steeples and ledges of the tall buildings of Verga City. With solid ground beneath him, he was able to run with much more surety, taking giant strides and covering the distance between the ruins and the trees in a few minutes. He jumped across the small brook that ran south along the edge of the forest and plunged into the shadows.

The forests of Verga were not tapped for resources nearly as often as the almost-depleted woods of southern Libra. The majority of Vergan buildings were constructed of and furnished with  stone and lumber was not an important resource to the people of the country. As a result of this, the woodlands of Verga were the thickest in the world, known for not being traversable once one strayed from the set paths. Over the last seventy years, travel west from Verga City came to a gradual stop, and the paths through the central forests were no longer maintained. Thickets and roots littered the way, bushes and branches stretched from one side of the path to the other. Gem continued to run as he blazed a path for himself with his daggers, hacking plants away left and right. Seeing the insides of the forest first-hand, he was glad that he'd chosen against somehow acquiring a horse- a steed would be no good in this dense morass of flora. 

<i>The distance itself is not so great</i>, Gem told himself. <i>If it weren't for these trees, I'd be back in Verga in six days. If the brush disappeared, I'd make it with ease. </i>

Gem slowed to a stop and caught his breath as he thought. It was dark in the forest, what sunlight there was that could penetrate the canopy being filtered and weak. Here and there, the odd ray shone through, lighting the area just enough for Gem to see a couple yards in all directions. As he was following no path, he didn't even have a tunnel to follow through the woods. There was no darkness in the distance to orient himself towards, no trail of flagstones leading into a living cave. All he could see in all directions was a shadowy wall of plants and ferns. There was no entering the cave, he was in the cave. It was a dungeon, one with walls that could be slashed but would regenerate, one whose walls gradually closed in on its prisoners. 

Gem had no sign that the direction he was heading in was the correct one. All he had to guide him was his instinct. Down beneath ground, in this gloomy cavern, where everything was cast in shadow, there was no shadow. Without view of the sky, positioning himself according to the sun was impossible. For ten brief seconds, he allowed himself to panic as the realization that he had no way of securing his escape from the forest sunk in. For ten brief seconds, he contemplated dying alone in this place, so lush and full of life yet just as desolate and lifeless as the broken city he had just passed over. He had no way of extricating himself from this mess, he had no way of contacting anyone; all he had was his gut feeling that east was somewhere... there..., and the silent promise he'd made to his cousins.

Those ten seconds passed more slowly than hours spent poring over volumes of lore, and Gem spent every tick of them considering the possible outcomes of his rash run into the forest.

When those ten seconds were up, Gem's head was full of thoughts- that he would never forgive Ji'Lopan, that he would definitely make it out of the forest and meet his cousins, that the Dead City could be rebuilt, that these woods were a veritable hell. He had never seen such darkness before. Even in the dead of night, as he had chased down criminals across the rooftops of Verga City, the occasional light flickered from behind a curtain. Even in the halls of his cousins' home, where he found himself truly below ground, there had been torches, fire- light and warmth. Even under the shadow of the dark pinnacles, he could see light surrounding the ruins.

This darkness, this <i>natural</i> darkness, this unending darkness, it was a far greater darkness than any he'd been subjected to. A new thought came to mind. <i>Infinite... darkness...</i> and that was it, he realized. This was the darkness of a demon. This was the darkness that Ji'Lopan, a son of Maha himself, had subjected him to.

Gem knew he'd seen worse. He'd fought those Shades amongst the blazing city of Verga. He'd been imprisoned in Ky'Ebi, prison of the Eldran Undertakers. And he'd dealt with worse than that, even. A force he had not been able to comprehend at the time, a being whose name even Ji'Lopan had seemed afraid to let slip from the darkness of his hood ten years ago.

Gem almost laughed as the big picture came into view. This was no time to panic.

A little bit of dark forest was no challenge compared to the dangers he'd faced ten years ago as he fled Eldra with the awe-inspiring Ji'Lopan. He was no longer in any desperate rush to speed back to Verga City. Gem closed his eyes, dimming his view only slightly, and thought back on a day that, despite the years in between, he recalled crisply. He smiled briefly as the scenes of the day flashed through his mind and then he opened his eyes.

Gem had thought all he needed. He dropped his ordinary weapons and drew forth his runeblade. Its length shone a bright blue, illuminating the immediate area. As he stepped forward, swinging the dagger, the actual runes carved into the surface were invisible, completely enveloped in the light that surrounded the blade. Ash. That tunnel, the one he'd been wishing for, appeared. Tree after tree fell, deafening noises resounding from where they hit eachother and broke. An unnatural fire of immense temperature engulfed them and then disappeared, leaving nothing but darkness stretching onward. Gem tightened his grip on the runeblade. Its glow diminished slightly, but it continued to shine. His cell might regenerate, but so long as he cut his way out, he'd reach the shadow's end before all would become lost. The bounty hunter, the Roof-runner of Verga, the great-grandson of Gem al'Kondo, dashed on into the tunnel that had appeared, heading due east. Legend Reborn had defeated the forest.

...

"Where are we?" the kid asked as he looked around the large room.

"As you can see, it's a hospital ward," the Ly'ban replied. Though it had been two weeks, the demon's rasp still made the hairs on the back of the kid's neck stand up- it was too unnatural.

"Why are we here?" Rows of unmade beds lines the walls. The floor was littered with bits of rock and glass. The large white curtains on the window facing the kid were billowing, a cold wind flowing through the empty frame. As he examined the room, the kid gasped, noticing that there was more than one thing off with the room. 

"You collapsed, kid. What, are you unhappy that I brought you here? You seemed pretty sick, and-"

The first problem was that there was no one around. The impossibly large demon stood over his bed, looking down on him with those baleful red eyes, not moving. Demon aside, there wasn't a single being in the room.

The second problem was that all the beds were stained with fresh blood.

"What... happened?" the kid covered his mouth as he spoke, his eyes widening as disgust spread throughout his consciousness.

"I had you treated, and then eliminated the others. It is standard practice, not leaving witnesses to the Ly'ban. Do not become so concerned, it's just-" Gem cried out in shock. "Hey, don't raise your voice so much. You would not want more people to come in here, would you? I would have to kill them, too."

"Why all this?" the kid managed to voice.

"Oh, don't look so shocked. You have seen death before, it's not such a shocking thing. It was the same with the Undertakers-"

"It's not the same!!" the kid yelled. "It's not the same!! These people weren't murderers!"

The room was literally blown out, the kid realized. He put the pieces of the puzzle together, noticed the pockmarks in the walls and the charred furniture. He had seen the demon's power a couple weeks before when he was freed from the dungeon of Ky'Ebi. He had seen the Ly'ban draw forth a blade that shone a blinding white, a blade that appeared to be something like that brandished by Mana in his battle in the sky against Maha three thousand years ago. He had felt sick when he saw that blade sheathed, when he pictured Maha's wings blotting out the sun. He had felt tiny and helpless when the demon reduced Ky'Ebi and all of its inhabitants to nothing. 

So why, when he'd been in the demon's company for so much time, and when he'd seen the thing's fearsome magic, did he feel so particularly sickened now? There was far less pure destruction than there had been in the plains of Eldra when novas and starbursts of light shot from one corner of the sky to the next and the plains erupted into flame. Yet here, the humanity of those who had been killed, the scent of the flowing blood, the sound of drops hitting the ground... it was all too tangible.

The kid cried out again, unable to contain himself.

"Damn kid," the Ly'ban cursed as the sliding door to the ward was slammed open and dozens of soldiers bearing halberds rushed in. Upon seeing the towering demon, the men who had dashed in were confused and two of them actually stepped back, fear apparent on their features. The Ly'ban turned from the kid's bed and stepped in the direction of the door.

"No..." the kid whined weakly, but the demon paid no heed. Three soldiers, cowering in the corner of the room, burst into black flame. A purple spike emerged from the Ly'ban's shoulder and shot at a cluster of men, skewering six as it bent back and forth, seeking out its prey. The demon glowed purple as its magic wreaked havoc in the enemy ranks. Bursts of purple light and explosions of shadow surrounded it as it drew its sword, that sword of light that could cut through anything. It took another step forward before running at the few remaining men, cutting them down in seconds.

"Hopefully those will have been the only men stationed in this building," the demon rasped as he slashed at the last soldier standing. With one hand gesture, the ward's door began to shut on its own accord. The kid watched, fear and confusion battling to take control of his thoughts, as the door stopped in its path and slid back open, the handle clanging against the doorway before the last body had fallen completely to the floor. Simply keeping up with the Ly'ban's movements during the last few moments had been hard enough for the kid, and now he scrambled to comprehend what the white lances being fired in from outside were. Upon contact with the opposite wall, they shattered, creating small explosions of white.

The Ly'ban staggered back from the doorway, one such lance stuck through its middle. The kid could see a smattering of dark blood on the tip of the lance. The demon fell to one knee, its bright Chaosblade dropping from its hand and skipping across the floor to rest at the foot of the kid's bed. The lance through the demon's middle vanished, drenching the floor around it in blood. Through the doorway strode a man, one whose face looked ancient but whose height and posture told of man in his prime. This man, clad in commoner's clothes but looking every inch the lord, looked down upon the demon, this impossibly powerful being who had laid waste to the Eldran capital in instants, and spat.

"Ji'Lopan!" the kid cried. "Are you alright?" Worry that even surprised its owner surpassed fear and the kid jumped out of bed.

"I am fine, Legend," rasped the Ly'ban. Heavily, it rose, blood pouring forth from the wound in its midsection. "But this bastard won't be for long."

"Do you know why I'm here?" asked the man. Though shorter than the demon, he wasn't dwarfed as the soldiers had been. "Do you know why I'm here, Ji'Lopan?" He was, in fact, much taller than any man the kid had before seen. He bore a slight smile and his green eyes twinkled as he spoke. He bore no weapons, and his clothes were of the same type as those worn by the servants at Ky'Ebi- plain gray-brown tunic and trousers, a dark red woolen scarf to combat the cold. 

The kid's brain became scrambled, almost shut down. There was simply too much to process. First the massacre of one minute ago, then this invincible-seeming demon was forced to its knee, and now the man who'd  so wounded the demon was speaking to it using its name.

"Yeah, I know why you're here, Kieku," the demon replied. "And neither Fate nor I will hand Legend over to you."

"Who are you?" the kid asked meekly, addressing the man.

"I am Kieku, Right to Guardian Lord Lanto. I have come to rescue you from the clutches of this demon. Now, come over here, and keep your head down."

"No one is going anywhere!" the Ly'ban yelled. "Don't go with him, Legend. He is a dabbler, one who managed to so thoroughly study Jikkuu that he has escaped The Purge his whole life. He has the Guardians all-"

"A... dabbler?" the kid asked. That word, <i>Jikkuu</i>, struck fear in his heart.

"Stay out of this, Legend," the demon commanded, not eager to continue what the kid had interrupted. "You will get hurt if you try to interfere."

"Aren't dabblers evil?"

Kieku sighed heavily before extending his arms.

"Legend, don't worry about such things. Evil is in the eye of the beholder. For us humans, your subjects, the demon who stands between us is evil. You are the son of Bane, you are one of the three destined to lead mankind. You should know that those who are spawned from your enemy- Maha- are evil. Come with me, Legend. If you come with me, you can meet your little brother. If you come with me, you can be freed of this monster's control. I'll give you a place in the Mana Palace and return power to the sons of Bane."

"Little brother?"

"Don't listen to him, Legend! He's full of lies, just as he was when he poisoned the Guardian Lord!"

<i>I don't understand him, anyway</i>, the kid thought. <i>You're both saying things I don't understand. Poisoned the Guardian Lord?</i>

Kieku's expression, a calm smile, changed as he turned from the kid to face the demon. His features hardened, darkened, his eyes lost their shine, and he spoke solemnly.

"Actually, I am speaking truth."

To the kid's eyes, Kieku continued speaking after those words, but whatever he said was lost in the crashing sound of masonry collapsing. The fight was a blur. He prayed to the Entities, hoping against hope that he would not be struck down by an odd blast of the Ly'ban's tainted magic or crushed beneath the weight of one of the large stones that fell from above. Despite his fear, he kept his eyes open, trying to no avail to follow the actions of the two. To him, everything was soft smears of black, purple, and white overlaid upon a rapidly-changing scene of destruction.

There were lulls in the fighting when both parties stood facing eachother, gasping for breath. For minutes they would eye eachother, move a little to one side or the other, prepare to engage in battle once more. Then, without a word, they would both disappear, into a separate world, one into which the kid could not imagine stepping foot. Once more, flames would erupt from midair, shadows would crawl away from the floor and rise up to strike, beams of white fire would haphazardly glance around the room. The kid watched it all in silent terror, confused on all counts but one- he knew that he was utterly helpless.

"This is not going anywhere," panted the Ly'ban as it faced Kieku. They had ceased in their attacks once more and stood in the center of the battered room, equidistant from their sole spectator.

"Oh, it's going all over the place," Kieku laughed calmly. "Do you wish to give Legend to me before the End truly reaches you?"

"You say 'all over the place', but not even a dabbler as accomplished as you could hope to perform that ritual. I've been weakened by this battle, but so have you. You haven't tapped an endless source of magic, Kieku. You know very well the effects of excessive use of Jikkuu, having 'served' the Mana line for however many dozens of years it has been."

"Don't we all know its effects, demon? After all, were it not for them, the sons of Bane would all still be alive today. Fear not, I've not come to exercise my magic without knowing what the results would be. You, on the other hand, seem to have been taught a rather odd concept by your master- my source of power is not unlimited? I would contest this, Ji'Lopan. You are clearly well aware of the <i>what</i>, but you're dreadfully lacking in answers to the <i>why</i>." The man assumed a smile once more as the air wavered around his head, ripples and black fractures shooting across it and disappearing.

"It's useless, Kieku. Go now, or-"

"Why did Bane create the Entities? Why was Mana's power sealed? <i>Jikkuu</i>, Ji'Lopan. It <i>is</i> infinite." There, before the kid's eyes, the world exploded. There was no noise save for the sound of sand running through an hour glass as the scene in the hospital ward unraveled. The kid found himself standing in the middle of nothing- on what, he did not know, for there was no floor beneath his feet. The wall against his back was no longer there, the bloody beds were gone, the walls and the very sky beyond them- all vanished. The space he found himself in, if it could be called that, was dark to the point of not being able to see anything, yet he could see his own body and those of the demon and mage clearly. He was too paralyzed with fear at this point to experiment in movement, and too dumbstruck to voice even the most guttural acknowledgement of how frightened he was.

The darkness quivered as a gelatinous object. Those fracture lines, cracks in the world, became visible once more, though black on black should be invisible. Realizing this, the kid understood that the darkness was not black at all, but <i>nothing</i>, a <i>nothing</i> that his eyes could not discern from black. He tried to focus, squinting and peering into that endless <i>nothing/<i>, but was rewarded with nothing but chaotic eddies of color. His head hurt and his eyes throbbed.

"Reality is this weak?" Ji'Lopan mused, stretching his arms and shifting his weight. "Interesting enough, Kieku! I'll accept this challenge."

"As you can tell, demon, the important differences are neither those between light and darkness nor those between good and evil- but those between Jikkuu, <i>everything</i>, and nothing." A crackle crept away from Kieku's right hand, echoing out across the non-space in which the three stood. Then another, and another, and the darkness around Kieku's right hand turned white, rays haloing out from it and a blinding aura surrounding his entire being.  "Allow me to demonstrate for you just how infinite that word <i>everything</i> is, Ji'Lopan."

The kid who called himself Gem stood back to a nonexistent wall, feet nailed to a nonexistent floor, eyes locked on the nonexistent distance that rapidly diminished as Kieku approached the Ly'ban. Everything he saw was defying the reality he knew. He was locked in a place where the world that Bane had created was unwound. He was gazing upon a man whose reach encompassed the powers of the Void, the emptiness that had been before the world.

...

Yes, that was it, Gem confirmed to himself. He ran without stopping, his hope intact, knowing full well that he had faced Chaos before. This forest, this mess of tangled plants and thick trunks, was very real. It was solid, tangible. Destructible. With his runeblade, Gem could clear a path. This darkness could be cut, it could be charred, it could be moved through. It was not the nothingness of the Void. It could be defeated. It had been defeated.
 

